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ABSTRACT

Periods of variability are a key characteristic of long-period variable (LPV) stars. Periods are poten-

tially related to an LPV’s initial mass, mass loss rate, metallicity, circumstellar envelope thickness, and

luminosity. We develop fitting algorithm combining Jiménez-Esteban et al. (2021) style least squares

regression fits and the Lomb Scargle Periodogram to fit periods to 36,000 ZTF-Gaia crossmatched

LPVs in the solar neighborhood (r ≤ 2). We take advantage of the normalization of Gaia DR2 and

ZTF DR3 light curves and long time baselines to reduce the errors on our fit periods. We successfully

fit periods to 93% of our sources, and identify a sample of sources with periods consistent to Gaia

published frequencies of variability. We use a sample of BAaDE-Gaia-ZTF crossmatched LPVs with

consistent periods to reproduce a log period - k-band apparent magnitude (PLR) relationship in the

solar neighborhood. We find the PLR for LPVs in the solar neighborhood is flat, and hypothesize that

the solar neighborhood PLR is dependent on a LPV’s metallicity and circumstellar shell thickness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thermally Pulsing Asymptotic Giant Branch (TP-

AGB) stars with initial masses between 0.5 to 8 M�
(Höfner & Olofsson 2018). TP-AGBs are a class

of evolving giant stars defined by their location at

the the top of the Asymptotic Giant Branch on the

Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram. TP-AGB stars, that are

fueled by nuclear fusion in their hydrogen and helium

shells, are characterized by high mass loss rates of 10−8

to 10−4M�
yr (Pols 2012).

Over the course of a TP-AGB star’s time on the AGB,

the star will lose 50-70 % of its mass (Wood et al. 2004).

The dust and gas expelled by TP-AGBs form a dif-

fuse circumstellar envelope around them that can ex-

tend several hundred R� (Pols 2012). TP-AGB stars
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are described for abundant molecules found in their cir-

cumstellar envelopes, such as oxygen-rich TP-AGBs or
carbon-rich TP-AGBs. TP-AGB stars are present in

the solar neighborhood (r ≤ 2 kpc), at a conservative

density of about 25 stars/kpc (Jura & Kleinmann 1989).

TP-AGB stars are also defined by their variability in

luminosity. TP-AGB stars have been characterized as

‘unstable,’ but their variation in brightness is better de-

scribed as cyclic fluctuation between the influence of ra-

diation pressure and gravity on the star. These fluctu-

ations are caused by thermal pulsing as helium burns

in the star (Pols 2012). The changing balance between

these forces causes the circumstellar envelope of the TP-

AGB star to regularly pulsate. This causes the luminos-

ity of a TP-AGB to vary cyclically with some period

of variability. TP-AGBs are often classified using the

length of their period of variability. TP-AGBs with peri-
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ods longer than about 100 days (50 days conservatively)

are classified as long-period variable stars (LPVs).

A LPV’s period of variability is hypothetically re-

lated to several physical characteristics of the star. Pols

(2012) and Höfner & Olofsson (2018) suggests that a

LPV’s period is strongly related to the star’s initial mass

and its mass loss rate. Additionally, Höfner & Olofsson

(2018) and Dr. Sjouwerman (priv. comment) suggest

that a LPV’s period may be related to the thickness

of the star’s circumstellar envelope and it’s metallicity.

One of the most well studied and well known relation-

ships is that between a LPV’s period and its average

luminosity.

The period-luminosity relationship or log period-

absolute magnitude relationship, both of which we will

refer to as the PLR, have been historically studied in the

Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC):

low metallicity (Z ≈ 0.5 solar) environments where the

distances to observed stars are known, and the effects of

dust extinction can be assumed to be the same. White-

lock et al. (1991), Matsunaga & IRSF/SIRIUS Team

(2007), and Whitelock et al. (2008) show well fit log pe-

riod - k-band absolute magnitude relationships for Mi-

ras1, a type of LPV, in the LMC. These relationships

are critical in characterizing the populations of LPVs in

a given galaxy. The PLR is well studied because it al-

lows the luminosities, and thus distances to objects, to

be extracted from periods fit to photometric light curve

data. If a PLR existed for LPVs in the solar neighbor-

hood, we could use LPVs as standard candles to extract

distances for nearby objects in the Milky Way. However,

as reported by Ita et al. (2004) and Quiroga-Nuñez et al.

(2020), the log Gaia period - k-band absolute magnitude

relationship for Oxygen-rich LPVs in the solar neighbor-

hood is flat.

The Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020) PLR consists of

sources from their BAaDE-Gaia sample. The BAaDE

sample, described in Sjouwerman et al. (2018), con-

sists of 28,000 LPVs that are identified as oxygen rich

TP-AGBs through their positions on the IRAS two

color–color diagram (2CD) (Quiroga-Nuñez et al. 2020).

The identification of SiO masing molecules in 70% of

these stars corroborates their classification as TP-AGBs.

Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020) crossmatched TP-AGBs in

the BAaDE Survey and 2nd Gaia Data release (DR),

Gaia DR2. BAaDE-Gaia sample sources are constrained

1 LPVs include two subclasses of TP-AGB stars: Mira and Semi
regular variable stars. Thin-shelled LPV stars that are visible in
optical bands and experience pulsations larger than 2.5 mag in
the V-band are classified as Mira variables or Miras. Miras have
longer periods of variability than semiregular variable stars.

to the Milky Way’s disk and are LPVs with oxygen-rich

circumstellar envelopes.Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020) cal-

culated K-band absolute magnitudes for the BAaDE-

Gaia sample from Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)

IR photometry and Capitanio et al. (2017) and Lalle-

ment et al. (2019) extinction maps. The periods used

in the Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020) PLR are calculated

by inverting frequencies of variability fit to photometric

light curve data by Gaia. It is a well known problem that

frequencies with errors larger than 20% of their value can

not be inverted to produce accurate periods. We cal-

culate Gaia periods for BAaDE-Gaia sources where this

inversion is possible, when the frequency error published

by Gaia for a source is less than 20% of the published

frequency. Regardless, some Gaia periods have large er-

rors and inaccuracies caused by effects like aliasing. To

truly study the PLR for BAaDE-Gaia LPVs in the so-

lar neighborhood, we need to identify a sub-sample of

BAaDE-Gaia sources with accurate Gaia periods with

relatively small errors.

We develop an algorithm to fit periods to BAaDE-

Gaia source light curves to confirm and dispute peri-

ods published by Gaia. We take advantage of Zwicky

Transient Facility (ZTF) light curve data from the 3rd

ZTF data release (DR3) available for a selection of

BAaDE-Gaia sources to add more data points to Gaia

DR2 light curves, and improve the accuracy of our fits.

In designing our algorithm, we take advantage of two

well-tested algorithms. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram

(LSP), thoroughly described in VanderPlas (2018), is a

power spectrum that identifies the frequencies of sinu-

soidal signals present in unevenly sampled light curve

data. The frequencies can be inverted to produce a pe-

riod of variability. Additionally, we take advantage of

a least squares regression (LSR) sinusoidal fit and er-

ror formula published by Jiménez-Esteban et al. (2021),

which uses long time baselines to reduce the error on

fitted periods.

2. SAMPLE

This project involves two sub-samples of Gaia DR2

long period variables (LPVs). These samples were cre-

ated with the purpose of testing our period fitting algo-

rithm and investigating the relationship between the log-

period and k-band absolute magnitude relationship in

the solar neighborhood. The larger of our two samples is

a sample of 36,000 Gaia DR2 stars that are classified by

the Gaia survey as long period variables. These sources

were crossmatched with ZTF DR3 objects. Both sur-

veys provide light curves for each star in several optical

bands. Of these 36,000 sources, 17,548 or 49% have pub-

lished Gaia DR2 fit frequencies of variability. 7,362 or
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20% of these sources have frequency errors that are small

enough that their Gaia fit frequency can be inverted to

extract a Gaia period. We will refer to this sample of

sources as our “ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched” sample.

The second sample of interest, a subsample of the

BAaDE-Gaia sample, is a 137 source subsample of the

36,000 ZTF DR3 and Gaia DR2 cross listed long pe-

riod variables and the BAaDE sample. BAaDE-Gaia

sources are characterized by their good Gaia DR2 paral-

lax values, which allow accurate distances to these stars

to be calculated. Additionally, BAaDE-Gaia stars are

crossmatched with 2MASS survey and Capitanio et al.

(2017) and Lallement et al. (2019) paper sources, which

provide k-band IR photometry and extinction maps. IR

photometry and extinction maps are used to calculate k-

band absolute magnitudes for each sample star through

methods described in Section 3.4. 86 or 63% of these

stars have published Gaia DR2 fit frequencies of vari-

ability. 49 sources or 36% of the sample have fit frequen-

cies that can be inverted to extract a Gaia period. We

will refer to this Gaia-BAaDE-ZTF crossmatched sam-

ple of sources as our “BAaDE-Gaia” sample, though it

is truly a subsample of the original BAaDE-Gaia sam-

ple defined in Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020), which is not

crossmatched with sources in ZTF.

3. METHODS

3.1. ZTF and Gaia Data Crossmatching

We used two different cross matching methods to form

the ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched and BAaDE-Gaia sam-

ples. The Gaia survey identified 150,000 LPVs from

over 1.6 billion sources in Gaia DR2. We used a 3”

radius to successfully crossmatch 36,000 of these Gaia-

Classified LPVs with ZTF DR3 objects, to form the

ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched sample. We applied the same

cross matching process to Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020)’s

BAaDE Gaia Sample to form our 137 source ZTF-

crossmatched BAaDE-Gaia sample.

3.2. Period Fitting Algorithm

To fit periods to our sample of variable LPV stars,

we designed a period fitting algorithm that com-

bines least square regression (LSR) fitting and Lomb-

Scargle Periodograms (LSP) through the use of the as-

tropy.timeseries.LombScargle and scipy.optimize python

classes. Applying our algorithm to Gaia DR2 and ZTF

DR3 light curves, and a light curve produced by normal-

izing and combining data from both surveys, we take ad-

vantage of more data points and the long time interval

between the collection of Gaia DR2 and ZTF DR3 light

curves, known as time baselines, to produce relatively

small errors on our calculated periods.

To fit periods to Gaia DR2 and ZTF DR3 light curves,

we first must select light curves collected in several avail-

able bands published by both surveys. ZTF DR3 pub-

lished light curve data in the i (702.710 - 888.374 nm),

g (408.668 - 552.196 nm), and r (560.040 - 731.669 nm)

bands (Rodrigo et al. 2012). Gaia DR2 published light

curves in one wide G band (330 - 1050 nm), as well two

narrow bands produced by separating the G band into

its red and blue parts: the Gaia DR2 RP (“red part”,

630 - 1050 nm) and BP (“blue part”, 330 - 680 nm)

bands (Evans et al. 2018).

Physically, a LPV star will vary in brightness differ-

ently when observed in different bands. A LPV may

shine at its peak luminosity in one band several days or

weeks before this peak luminosity is observed in another

band. A time shift would be required to normalize and

accurately compare two light curves of the same object

in dramatically different bands, as this light is produced

in different regions of one LPV star. Our period fit-

ting algorithm relies on normalizing and combining ZTF

DR3 and Gaia DR2 light curves to form a single light

curve, to which we fit a period. To avoid accounting for a

time shift, we opted to normalize and combine ZTF DR3

and Gaia DR2 data in similar bands only. By default,

we fit a period of variability using the ZTF DR3 r band

and Gaia DR2 RP band light curves, which are redder

bands where any time shifts in variability present will be

less pronounced. We fit periods to these light curves as

long as there were more than 5 data points in the r-band

light curve. If this condition was not satisfied, but the

g-band light curve for the same star had more than 5

points, we fit a period of variability using the ZTF DR3

g-band and Gaia DR2 BP-band light curves. If neither

of these conditions were met, we did not attempt to fit a

period of variability to the source and flagged these stars

with the flag “too few points fit not attempted” in the

Fosdick 2021 LPV Periods table published in Appendix

B.

The core method used in our period fitting algo-

rithm is a least-squares regression sinusoidal fit in-

spired by period-fitting methods described in Jiménez-

Esteban et al. (2021). The sinusoidal function fit to

our light curve data is described in Equation 1 The

scipy.optimize.curve fit() function allows for the mean

amplitude, M , amplitude A, time shift, t0, and period

of variation, P , parameters in Equation 1 to be fit to

light curve data. Equation 2, reproduced from Jiménez-

Esteban et al. (2021) is used to produce an error, ∆P

on the fitted P parameter. Here, tfinal and tinitial are

the times of the first and last points of our fitted light

curve. As shown from the functional form of Equation

2, the error on our fit period P will be minimized as
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the length of our fit period of variability decreases and

if the time difference between the first and last collected

points in the fitted light curve is large. Generally, P will

be minimized as the number of points in the fitted light

curve increases, allowing a better fit to be produced.

m(t) = M +A sin(
2π(t− t0)

P
) (1)

∆P =
P 2

2(tfinal − tinitial)
(2)

To increase the accuracy of our LSR fit periods and

avoid complications caused by aliasing, we took advan-

tage of a feature of the scipy.optimize.curve fit() func-

tion which allows user provided ‘first guesses’ of the val-

ues of the fitted M , A, t0, and, P parameters to influ-

ence values fit by the function. Assuming that a fitted

light curve is approximately sinusoidal in form, the first

guess parameters M , A, and t0 are relatively straightfor-

ward to calculate directly from light curve data, as done

in Equations 3-5, where m is an array of the apparent

magnitudes of our light curve, and t is an array of the

times at which these apparent magntude readings were

collected. To calculate a first guess fitted period, we

produce a Lomb-Scargle Periodogram of the light curve

being fit for a period. We removed signal frequencies of

variation returned by the LSP larger than f = 0.02 1
days

under the conservative physical assumption that LPVs

will not have periods smaller than 50 days. The re-

maining frequency associated with the maximum power

value in the LSP, fLSP , is inverted to produce our first

guess period, as shown in Equation 6. Various first

guess periods are included in multiple columns of the

Fosdick 2021 LPV Periods table.

M∗ = mean(m) (3)

A∗ =
max(m) −min(m)

2
(4)

t∗0 = min(t) (5)

P ∗ =
1

fLSP
(6)

The following steps are used to fit a period to each

sample LPV for which we attempt to fit a period us-

ing either the r and RP band light curves or g and

BP band light curves. First, we use a LSP and Equa-

tions 3-6 to produce first guess parameters for both

the ZTF DR3 and Gaia DR2 light curves separately.

Then, these first guess parameters are used with the

scipy.optimize.curve fit() function to fit the sinusoidal

function in Equation 1 to the LPV’s ZTF DR3 and Gaia

DR2 light curves separately to produce a set of fit M ,

A, t0, and P parameters for each light curve. These

fit parameters are used to normalize the ZTF DR3 and

Gaia DR2 light curves, by applying Equation 7 to each

individual point in the light curves. Once normalized,

the data from the Gaia and ZTF light curves are com-

bined to form a final normalized light curve. Equations

3-6 are used to return first guess parameters for the

normalized light curve. Finally, the LSR fit of Equa-

tion 1 is applied to the normalized light curve to pro-

duce the final fitted period returned by fit parameter

P . Equation 2 is used to provide an error on this fit-

ted period. This process is reproduced visually for Gaia

source 2207777193478048000 in Figures 1a - 1h and Fig-

ure 2. The period fit to source 2207777193478048000 is

given in Table 1. These figures and the fitting parame-

ters produced during the implementation of our period

fitting algorithm can be reproduced for any source in

our sample by running the PeriodFit() and PeriodFan-

cyFit() functions included in Appendix A.

mNorm[i] =
m[i] −M

A
(7)

3.3. Known Problems

In the development of our period fitting algorithm,

we tested our algorithm on the ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched

sample and several other sources in the Gaia Archives.

We compared our fit periods of variability to extracted

Gaia periods and found several problems with our pe-

riod fitting algorithm. We will present examples of these

problems here. Further study will be needed to identify

all problems present with our period fitting algorithm

and the full extent of these problems in our published

sample of LPV periods.

One problem became evident when several of our

sources were fit nonphysical periods of hundreds of thou-

sands of days by our period fitting algorithm. We be-

lieve that these sources may have been mislabeled as

LPVs by Gaia, and may not be variable stars. One of

these stars was Gaia DR2 Source 2021849536746341376.

Additionally, the Gaia DR2 light curve of source

2021849536746341376, shown in Figure 3b, may to con-

tain poor quality data. Regardless, we expect our period

fitting algorithm to only be able to fit periods approx-

imately up to four times longer than the length of the

time baseline of a source’s normalized light curve.

Aliasing is a particularly well known problem of LSR

fitting algorithms and the LSP (VanderPlas (2018),

Jiménez-Esteban et al. (2021)). Aliasing describes the

phenomenon where under or over sampled light curve
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Fosdick 2021 Fit Period and Error Gaia Period and Error

170 ± 7 days 175 ± 32 days

Table 1. Period fitting results for Gaia DR2 source 2207777193478048000

data of a variable source can be fit well to several si-

nusoids with relatively small errors. This effect causes

several periods of variability to be accurate to our data,

that are often integer multiples or rational fractions of

each other. Physically, a LPV star will only have one pri-

mary period of variability, and potentially, a few under-

tone frequencies, at which the star will pulsate (Wood

2000).

An example of aliasing is presented by Gaia source

4979075051323208832. This source is not cross listed in

ZTF DR3 data release and is not found in the ZTF-

Gaia Crossmatched or BAaDE-Gaia Samples. Rather,

this was a source in the Gaia Archives for which we

were able to extract a period with a relatively small er-

ror of 65 ± 1 days. We intended to use this source to

check that our period fitting algorithm could reproduce

results obtained by Gaia fitting. However, when we fit

the Gaia DR2 RP-band light curve of this object, we

found a non-consistent period of 280 ± 64 days. Our

period was corroborated by the LSP, which we used to

extract a period of 268 days, though we did not develop

a method to extract errors on periods fit by the LSP.

We present this light curve as a potential example of

aliasing in the fit frequencies of variability published to

the Gaia Archives. Evidence of aliasing between peri-

ods extracted from Gaia and periods published by the

AAVSO may suggest that aliasing is prevalent in the

Gaia Archives.

To avoid aliasing in our fit periods, we applied a phys-

ical frequency cut of f = 0.02 1
days to the Lomb Scargle

Periodogram before extracting our first guess fit param-

eters. Before this was done, we noticed a significant

sample of LPVs that were fit to periods of 20 days,

which is physically improbable. However, even with this

physically justified frequency cut in place, the LSP is

susceptible to the effects of aliasing. Though our fit

period and Gaia period are consistent with each other

for Gaia source 4138630692585295744, Figure 5 demon-

strates the potential for aliasing in the LSP that provides

our first guess fitting parameters. Here, our normalized

light curve is well fit by periods of about 70 and 140

days. We expect aliasing to be one of the most preva-

lent problems with our period fitting algorithm. Figure 6

suggests that aliasing impacts our fitted periods or Gaia

periods for a large portion of ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched

sources with Gaia periods.

3.4. K-Band Apparent Magnitudes

K-band absolute magnitudes are calculated for

BAaDE-Gaia sample sources from 2MASS IR photom-

etry data and some survey extinction maps. We use

a Python function developed by Quiroga-Nuñez et al.

(2020) to execute this calculation.

3.5. Majority and Outlier Sample Selection

Our majority samples are characterized as samples

containing 66% of the total sources around the 1:1 ratio

line formed when we compare our fit periods and Gaia

periods. Sources in these majority samples were selected

by forming two m = 1 slope parallel lines, Equations 8

and 9, around the 1:1 ratio line and manually adjusting

the b intercept until 66% of the sample was contained

between these lines. The 34% of sources that did not fall

within these lines were placed into our outlier samples.

A Python function, MajorityCut(), that automates this

selection process is included in Appendix A.

y = x+ b (8)

y = x− b (9)

4. KEY RESULTS

Applying our period fitting algorithm to each of our

samples described in Section 2, we fit periods to 33,492

or 93% of our ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched sample sources

and 132 or 96% of our BAaDE-Gaia sample Sources. We

have successfully fit periods of variability to sources for

which Gaia did not report a frequency of variability. We

recognize that problems with our fitting algorithm, iden-

tified and discussed in Section 3.3, will produce outlier

periods of variability such that our fit period for a small

selection of these sources may be inaccurate. By nor-

malizing and combining ZTF DR3 and Gaia DR2 into a

single light curve with more data points than Gaia DR2

light curves, our period fitting algorithm should success-

fully increase the accuracy of fitted periods. Generally,

the long time baseline produced in our normalized and

combined light curves successfully reduced the errors re-

ported on fit periods.

In addition to publishing combined light curve fit pe-

riods of variability and their errors for each source in

the Fosdick 2021 LPV Periods table in Appendix B, we

publish fitting parameters, data statistics, and interme-

diate periods fit over the course of our period fitting

algorithm. We publish several first guess periods, which
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 1. Figures 1a-1h detail steps of our PeriodFit() process for Gaia DR2 source 2207777193478048000. These figures can
be reproduced using the PeriodFancyFit() function. Figures 1a and 1b are source 2207777193478048000’s ZTF DR3 (1a) and
Gaia DR2 (1b) light curves. Figures 1c and 1d are the Lomb-Scargle Periodograms of the ZTF DR3 (1c) and Gaia DR2 (1d)
light curves. Figures 1e and 1f show the sinusoid fit to each light curve through our LSR fit of Equation 1. Figure 1g is our
normalized light curve, and Figure 1h is the result of applying the LSP to the normalized light curve.

.
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Figure 2. LSR sinusoidal fit of normalized light curve of Gaia DR2 Source 2207777193478048000. The period and period error
extracted from this fit are published in Table 1.

are the results of applying and extracting periods of vari-

ability from Lomb Scargle Periodograms applied to Gaia

DR2, ZTF DR3, and normalized light curves. We also

publish periods of variability and M , A, and t0 fitting

parameters found by applying our fitting algorithm to

Gaia DR2 and ZTF DR3 light curves separately without

normalizing and combining the data. To avoid accessing

the Gaia Archives, we publish Gaia fit frequencies and

frequency errors for each of our ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched

sample sources when they are available, from which we

extract Gaia fit periods for a select sample of sources

(see Section 1). Finally, we publish the Gaia DR2 and

ZTF DR3 light curve filter codes identifying the band

of each fit light curve, and the number of points in each

fit light curve.

An important result was discovered when comparing

our fit periods to Gaia periods for sources where such

periods were available. We were able to make this com-

parison for 20% of the ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched sam-

ple and 34% of the BAaDE-Gaia sample. We identified

majority samples for the ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched and

BAaDE-Gaia samples separately. Our majority samples

are formed by selecting sources along the 1:1 ratio line

formed in “one to one” diagrams, as described in Sec-

tion 3.5. in Figures 6 and 7a, Gaia periods are plotted

against normalized LC fit periods for each sample. The

outstanding 34% of sources are included in outlier sam-

ples after this selection is made. The intercepts used

to select these sources in the MajorityCut() function

described in Section 3.5 are presented in Table 2. We

selected the majority samples for the ZTF-Gaia Cross-

matched and BAaDE-Gaia samples separately due to an

internal Python issue that prevented the extraction of

BAaDE-Gaia sources from the ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched

sample.

Our period fitting algorithm is designed to minimize

the errors on fit periods through the use of the long

time baseline produced during our light curve normal-

ization process. Additionally, our fit periods are fit to

more data than Gaia periods, which statistically pro-

duces a better fit period. Sources with Gaia periods

have Gaia light curve data that is ‘good’ enough for

Gaia to fit and published a frequency of variability with

sufficiently small frequency errors. Thus, for majority

sample sources where the Gaia fit period and our fit

period are consistent, we expect our fit periods of vari-

ability to be accurate with period errors smaller than

those extracted from Gaia.

Figure 6 reveals two notable characteristics of our out-

lier and majority samples. As discussed in Section 3.3,

aliasing is a known problem possible in both our LSR

sinusoidal fits and Lomb Scargle Periodograms used in

our period fitting algorithm. We find further evidence

of aliasing in our period fitting algorithm when exam-

ining Figure 6. Similarly to the linear appearance of

sources around the one to one ratio line with consis-

tent periods fit by our algorithm and Gaia, we notice

other lines present in the scatter of our outlier sample.

Though this phenomenon requires further investigation,

these linear patterns are a sign of aliasing in our outlier

sample, where our fit periods are some multiple of the

periods published by Gaia for sources found along these

lines.

Figures 7a and 7b, one by one diagrams for the

BAaDE-Gaia sample, reveal an important characteris-

tic of the sample of sources used in our period - k-band
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Misidentification error light curves: source 2021849536746341376. Gaia did not publish a period for this source. Our
period fitting algorithm fit a nonsensical period of 247206 ± 17526132 days to this source’s normalized light curve. The ZTF
DR3 (3a) and Gaia DR2 (3b) light curves are atypical for LPVs, and may indicate poor data quality and misclassification by
Gaia. This is corroborated by the normalized and combined light curve (3c) for this source, where poor data quality has caused
the Gaia DR2 light curve to appear flat when normalized.

.
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Figure 4. Gaia aliased light curve: Gaia source 4979075051323208832. Our fitting algorithm produces a period that is
inconsistent with that provided by Gaia, but consistent with the period fit by the LSP.

Figure 5. LSP for the combined and normalized light curve of Source 4138630692585295744

Sample Num. Sources Majority Sample Num. Sources Outlier Sample b

ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched 4639 2386 45

BAaDE-Gaia 31 16 40

Table 2. MajorityCut() intercepts and majority sample/outlier sample statistics
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Figure 6. One by one plot. This figure compares our normalized LC fit period on the y-axis to Gaia periods on the x-axis for
the ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched Sample.

absolute magnitude relationship. We selected our ma-

jority sample by using normalized light curve fit periods,

but we also highlighted our majority sample sources in

Figure 7b where ZTF DR3 light curve fit periods are

compared to Gaia periods. Though there are a few out-

lier sources that fall outside of the region around the

1:1 ratio line in this plot and more scatter, most of the

BAaDE-Gaia majority sample sources fall around the

1:1 ratio line, indicating that our fit ZTF DR3 LC peri-

ods are consistent with those published by Gaia, which

are fit to completely different data. This suggests that

we have selected a sample of LPVs for a log period -

k-band absolute magnitude relationship with accurate

periods, as the periods fit to Gaia DR2 and ZTF DR3

light curves separately are consistent with each other.

Finally, we present our log period - k-band absolute

magnitude relationship for BAaDE-Gaia majority sam-

ple LPVs in the solar neighborhood. In Figure 8b, we

overlay known log period - k-band absolute magnitude

relationships for LPVs in the LMC, as done by Quiroga-

Nuñez et al. (2020). We do not identify a distinct func-

tional form relating points plotted in Figure 8a. There

appears to be a slight linear relationship between points

in figure 8b between the C’ and D pulsation mode lines.

We believe that this relationship is not present in our

data, and rather suggested by the overlaid established

relationships, as this linear trend is not evident in figure

8a in the absence of these lines.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. One by one plots. Normalized LC fit periods and ZTF LC fit periods are compared with Gaia Periods in 7a and 7b
for the BAaDE-Gaia sample sources.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Period-luminosity relations. 8b overlays PLR for LPVs in the LMC published by Matsunaga & IRSF/SIRIUS Team
(2007), and Whitelock et al. (2008), and the pulsation mode relationships overlaid by Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020)

.
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5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We discussed two known problems of our period fit-

ting algorithm in Section 3.3 by presenting one or two

examples of problems that occurred for obvious fit pe-

riod outliers. Problems that have been demonstrated

to exist within our period fitting algorithm and fit light

curve data are aliasing and incorrect classification er-

rors. Sources with fit periods that were consistent to

Gaia periods were not examined for the presence of these

problems, which may exist more widely in our fit period

sample. Figure 6 suggests that aliasing is present in fit

periods for sources with Gaia periods to an extent be-

yond one or two anomalous sources. Future work should

explore the prevalence of identified problems in our sam-

ples of fit periods and uncover other problems that may

impact the accuracy of our fit periods.

Future work should design a method for testing the

‘goodness’ of sinusoidal fits produced by our period fit-

ting algorithm. There are established measures and pa-

rameters, such as the chi parameter, that can accurately

measure the quality of a LSR fit. However, since alias-

ing does occur for LSR fit sinusoids with small errors

on fit parameters, it may be useful to develop an auto-

mated method that can ascertain the quality of our fits

by examining how well our fitted sinusoid fits the light

curve as a whole, rather than individual points in the

fitted light curve. It will be useful to automate a pro-

cess similar to manually ’looking’ at a light curve in its

entirety and seeing if the sinusoid fit by our algorithm is

convincing. Regardless, as evidenced by Figures 7a and

7b and our discussion of them in Section 4, we expect

the periods of sources used in our log period - k-band

absolute magnitude to be accurate.

We have several reasons to believe that the log pe-

riod - k-band absolute magnitude for LPVs in the solar

neighborhood to be flat, which we will discuss further

in this section. However, the functional form of our log

period - k-band absolute magnitude relationship could

be impacted by large errors in the k-band absolute mag-

nitudes of the sources used for our PLR. We aim to keep

our sample of sources used to examine the PLR as large

and representative as possible, to avoid mistakenly iden-

tifying a false relationship suggested by a small sample

size with little scatter. However, we should check the

errors on our BAaDE-Gaia majority sample k-band ab-

solute magnitudes and eliminate any sources with suffi-

ciently large k-band absolute magnitude errors from our

log period - k-band absolute magnitude relationship.

Assuming our average k-band absolute magnitudes

and log periods are accurate for BAaDE-Gaia major-

ity sample sources, we may expect the flat PLR that

we report. Note that most sources plotted in the PLR

are found between the C’ and D pulsation modes in

both Figure 8b and Figure 13 of Quiroga-Nuñez et al.

(2020). The BAaDE-Gaia majority sample PLR, which

is a subsample of the sources used in the PLR published

by Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020), features an overdensity

of sources in the same region as Figure 13 of Quiroga-

Nuñez et al. (2020).

The BAaDE-Gaia majority sample consists of oxygen-

rich LPVs in the solar neighborhood with approximate

metallicities of Z ≈ 1 solar. We know the distances

to each of these stars and their dust extinction values,

though these values are different for each star. This

is not the environment of the LMC, where most es-

tablished PLRs have been published. Whitelock et al.

(2008) and Whitelock et al. (1991) publish linear rela-

tionships for oxygen rich Miras and Miras in the LMC

respectively. But, these LPVs are distinctly different

from those found in the solar neighborhood. LPVs in

the LMC are low metallicity stars with the same ap-

proximate distances from the Earth and the same dust

extinction, three characteristics that are not true of the

BAaDE-Gaia sample sources. Whitelock et al. (2008)

suggests that the PLR for Miras in the Milky Way may

only exist for low metallicity stars, such as those found in

Globular Clusters. Future studies of the PLR for LPVs

in the Milky Way should take the potential dependence

of the PLR on LPV circumstellar shell thickness and

metallicity into account.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a period fitting algorithm

that combines two well tested algorithms, the Lomb

Scargle Periodogram and a least squares regression fit of

a sinusoidal function, to fit and extract periods of vari-

ability from apparent magnitude light curve data. We

apply this fitting algorithm to normalized and combined

Gaia DR2 and ZTF DR3 light curves to provide our fit-

ting algorithm with more points and generally produce

more accurately fit periods. We also take advantage of

long time baselines produced through our light curve

normalization process to minimize the errors on our fit-

ted periods. This error minimization constrains the er-

rors on periods extracted from the Gaia Achieves when

they are consistent with our fit periods. Our fitting al-

gorithm is applied to a sample of 36,000 ZTF-DR3 and

Gaia DR2 crossmatched long period variables. We are

able to fit periods to 33,492 of these sources. Originally,

only 7,362 of these sources had periods that we could

extract from Gaia. Additionally, we identify a major-

ity sample of 66% of our crossmatched sources with fit

periods that are consistent with those fit by Gaia.
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We extract a sample of 31 BAaDE - Gaia - ZTF cross-

matched sources with accurate periods and small pe-

riod errors, good Gaia parallaxes, extinction maps, k-

band infrared photometry, and periods consistent with

those extracted from Gaia fit frequencies. These long

period variables are used to reproduce the log period -

k-band apparent magnitude in the solar neighborhood

(r<2 kpc) studied previously by Quiroga-Nuñez et al.

(2020), Whitelock et al. (2008), and Ita et al. (2004)

groups. We find that the log period - k-band apparent

magnitude relationship for oxygen-rich LPVs in the so-

lar neighborhood is flat. We suggest that the log period -

k-band apparent magnitude relationship for long period

variables does not exist in the solar neighborhood in the

same form as the relationships found in the LMC. We

suggest that log period - k-band apparent magnitude in

the solar neighborhood may depend on the metallicity

or circumstellar shell thickness of the LPV stars being

related.
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APPENDIX

A. PYTHON FUNCTIONS

Relevant project functions can be found in the following Google Drive folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/

folders/1Goe7qKAzncbM8OqlJ3ATdQr-djvURVBi?usp=sharing. Below, we summarize the required packages and

inputs and outputs of each function. We recommend using the newest version of each package.

PeriodFit(): https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NHwPpiwHZQFgomxh1yBK7M2b8gFwvlbwXa SGGEYix8/

edit?usp=sharing

Packages: astropy.timeseries, pandas, numpy, scipy.optimize, statistics, astroquery.gaia, requests, os

Inputs: Gaia DR2 Source ID of LPV (source id),ASQL Query to retrieve Gaia DR2 light curve (LC) (jobString),

Name of imported Gaia LC- predefined, no path information (GaiaLCfilename), Name of ZTF LC with path informa-

tion (ZTFLCfilename), folder where extracted Gaia LC are saved (LCfolder), Predefined url required for ADQL query

(URL), band of Gaia DR2 LC - b’RP’ or b’BP’ (GaiaFilter), band of ZTF DR3 LC - ’zr’ or ’zg’ (ZTFfilter)

Outputs: normalized LC fit period and error (FinalPeriod, FinalPeriodError), normalized LC LSP fit period

(FitFirstGuessFinalPeriod) , ZTF LC fit period and error (ZTFOnlyFitPeriod, ZTFOnlyPeriodError), ZTF LC LSP

fit period (FirstGuessZTFOnly), Gaia LC fit period and error (GaiaOnlyFitPeriod, GaiaOnlyPeriodError), Gaia LC

LSP fit period (FirstGuessGaiaOnly), extracted Gaia period and error (GaiaPeriod, GaiaPeriodError), Gaia published

frequency and error (GaiaFrequency, GaiaFrequencyError), band of Gaia LC- RP or BP (GaiaFilterString), band of

ZTF - zr or zg LC (ZTFfilter), normalized LC M , A, t0 parameters (MCOMB, ACOMB, shiftCOMB), ZTF LC M ,

A, t0 parameters (MZTF, AZTF, shiftZTF), Gaia LC M , A, t0 parameters (MGAIA, AGAIA, shiftGAIA), number

of points in Gaia LC (GaiaNumPoints), number of points in ZTF LC (ZTFNumPoints). These outputs are esentially

the columns of the Fosdick 2021 LPV Periods table linked to Appendix B.

PeriodFancyFit(): https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aaTnsLptt3tCOtpRnTnn3tg2v9H2qGCX2-jnD3a- 3E/

edit?usp=sharing

Packages: astropy.timeseries, matplotlib.pyplot, pandas, numpy, scipy.optimize, math, astropy.table, statistics,

astroquery.gaia, requests, os

Inputs:Gaia DR2 Source ID of LPV (source id),ASQL Query to retrieve Gaia DR2 light curve (LC) (jobString),

Predefined url required for ADQL query (URL), Name of ZTF LC with path information (ZTFLCfilename), ZTF

band - ’zg’ or ’zr’(ZTFfiltercode), Gaia band - b’RP’ or b’BP’ (Gaiafiltercode), Gaia band for figure labels - ’RP’ or

’BP’ (GaiafiltercodeString), ZTF band for figure labels - ’g’ or ’r’ (ZTFfiltercodeString), folder where extracted Gaia

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Goe7qKAzncbM8OqlJ3ATdQr-djvURVBi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Goe7qKAzncbM8OqlJ3ATdQr-djvURVBi?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NHwPpiwHZQFgomxh1yBK7M2b8gFwvlbwXa_SGGEYix8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NHwPpiwHZQFgomxh1yBK7M2b8gFwvlbwXa_SGGEYix8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aaTnsLptt3tCOtpRnTnn3tg2v9H2qGCX2-jnD3a-_3E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aaTnsLptt3tCOtpRnTnn3tg2v9H2qGCX2-jnD3a-_3E/edit?usp=sharing
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LC are saved (LCfolder). User must also indicate internally where produced figures are saved by providing path and

file names for each figure inside the function.

Outputs: normalized LC fit period and error (FinalPeriod, FinalPeriodError), extracted Gaia period and error

(GaiaPeriod, GaiaPeriodError). Figures are saved automatically when code is run.

MajorityCut(): https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lNuGXdpfhcjmxuuxEp8u4fSk9QbuBzSsmNgH3WW9V1g/

edit?usp=sharing

Packages: None

Inputs: b-intercept (b), slope (m), x-axis and y-axis data and errors (x, y, xErr, yErr), Gaia DR2 source ID

(SourceID).

Outputs: majority sample x-axis and y-axis data and errors (majx, majxErr, majy, majyErr), outlier sample

x-axis and y-axis data and errors (outlierx, outlierxErr, outliery, outlieryErr), Num. Sources in majority sample

(Majsize), Num. Sources in outlier sample (Outsize), Gaia DR2 Source IDs of sources in outlier and majority samples

(OutSourceID,MajSourceID).

B. PERIODFIT FITTING RESULTS TABLE

Fosdick 2021 LPV Periods:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PwYWUseuZGyXHWkSaoaojb1KWaqq5H7RWkx7cVH3F-M/edit?usp=

sharing

The table linked above consists of the outputs of the PeriodFit() function when applied to our ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched

sample of 36,000 LPVs. The columns of this table are Gaia DR2 Source ID, Fit Period(days), Fit Period Error(days),

period fit from LSP of normalized LC (Fit Period First Guess(days)), Fit Period From ZTF Data(days)

Period Error From ZTF Data(days), period fit from LSP of ZTF LC (First Guess Period ZTF(days)),

Fit Period From Gaia Data(days), Period Error From Gaia Data(days), period fit from LSP of Gaia LC

(First Guess Period Gaia(days)), Gaia Published Frequency(1/days) Gaia Published Frequency Error(1/days), Gaia

LC filter code: ’RP’ or ’BP’ (Gaia LC filter), ZTF LC filter code: ’r’ or ’g’ (ZTF LC filter), Fosdick 2021 LSR fit-

ting parameters: normalized LC (M Parameter Comb, A Parameter Comb, t0 Parameter Comb), Fosdick 2021 LSR

fitting parameters: ZTF LC (M Parameter ZTF, A Parameter ZTF, t0 Parameter ZTF), Fosdick 2021 LSR fitting

parameters: Gaia LC (M Parameter Gaia, A Parameter Gaia, t0 Parameter Gaia), number of points in Gaia LC

(Num Points Gaia LC), number of points in ZTF LC (Num Points ZTF LC), flag.

We use several flags to indicate different outcomes of our period fitting algorithm and characteristics of our light

curve data. The flag ”Gaia did not publish a period” is used when Gaia did not publish a frequency of variability

for the desired source. A similar flag, ”Gaia frequency error large. Calculated period and error from Gaia published

frequency may not be accurate,” is used when the error on the frequency published by Gaia is larger than 20% of

the published frequency value, and a Gaia period can not be extracted for the source. When Gaia does not publish

a frequency of variability for a source, we publish the frequency as ’masked,’ retaining the value extracted from the

Gaia Achieves.

Our other flags relate to our period-fitting algorithm and it’s outcomes. The ”too few points fit not attempted” flag

occurs when the g and r band ZTF DR3 light curves of a source have less than 5 data points and we do not attempt

to fit the source’s period. Conversely, when our fitting algorithm fails and we can not fit a period of variability for

a source, the flag ”fit failed” is used. When a source is flagged with either of these flags, we publish zeros (0) in all

other columns of the Fosdick 2021 LPV Periods table. When a source is not flagged, we publish a zero (0) in the flag

column.

C. ZTF DR3 LIGHT CURVES

ZTF DR3 light curves: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11I94F4g9du07F6TIk6VRQwT5zG7soGQE?usp=

sharing

Here we provide a link to the ZTF DR3 light curves crossmatched with Gaia DR2 LPVs in our ZTF-Gaia Crossmatched

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lNuGXdpfhcjmxuuxEp8u4fSk9QbuBzSsmNgH3WW9V1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lNuGXdpfhcjmxuuxEp8u4fSk9QbuBzSsmNgH3WW9V1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PwYWUseuZGyXHWkSaoaojb1KWaqq5H7RWkx7cVH3F-M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PwYWUseuZGyXHWkSaoaojb1KWaqq5H7RWkx7cVH3F-M/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11I94F4g9du07F6TIk6VRQwT5zG7soGQE?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11I94F4g9du07F6TIk6VRQwT5zG7soGQE?usp=sharing
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sample. These files are named schematically as Gaia DR2 () ztf dr3 lc.csv, where () is the source’s Gaia DR2 Source

ID.
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